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Abstract: Extending healthspan is a major public health challenge. Diet is one of the modifiable
factors for preventing age-related diseases and preserving overall good health status during aging.
Optimizing individuals’ intrinsic capacity, including domains in cognition, psychological, sensory
function, vitality, and locomotion, has been proposed as a model of healthy aging by the World
Health Organization. To better understand the relationships between a healthy diet and healthy
aging, this review summarizes the recent epidemiologic and clinical data for dietary patterns that
have been shown to play a role in (domains of) healthy aging. Regardless of priori or posteriori
dietary patterns, it appears that dietary patterns centered on plant-based foods have a beneficial
role in (domains of) healthy aging. Our review identified a knowledge gap in dietary patterns and
multidimensional concepts of healthy aging. More epidemiological studies should consider intrinsic
capacity as an outcome measure to further our understanding of a healthy diet and multidimensional
concepts of healthy aging. When a sufficient number of epidemiological studies is available, evidence
can be synthesized and clinical trials can be designed to evaluate a healthy diet as a strategy for
healthy aging to further our progress in translating evidence to practice and promoting healthy aging.
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1. Healthy Aging and Diet as a Key Factor

With the great improvements in medicine, public health, science, and technology,
older adults are now living longer than the previous generations. However, living longer is
not necessarily being healthier [1]. Healthy aging is defined as “the process of developing
and maintaining the functional ability that enables well-being in older age” [2]. Indeed, the
maintenance of health in later life has become a major public health challenge. Nowadays,
the focus of gerontology research has shifted from extension of lifespan to extension of
healthspan [3]. This direction is aligned with the goal of healthy aging proposed by the
World Health Organization (WHO), which suggested a focus on optimizing individuals’
intrinsic capacity as they age [4,5]. This innovative model emphasizes a comprehensive
assessment of different domains of intrinsic capacity, which is a combination of the indi-
viduals’ physical and mental capacities, including domains in cognition, psychological,
sensory function, vitality, and locomotion [6]. It has been suggested that evaluation of
older adults in a holistic approach generates better outcomes compared to the traditional
disease-based model of care [7]. In view of this, the framework of this review is based on
the multidimensional concepts of healthy aging.

The impact of lifestyle on health status is well established. Dietary habit is one of the
main modifiable lifestyle factors for the prevention of age-related diseases and the preserva-
tion of overall good health status during aging [8]. Promoting a healthy diet in older adults
is vital in helping them to maintain health and functional independence. Studying diet in
terms of dietary pattern analysis is more relevant as individuals do not consume single
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nutrients or food groups [9]. In addition, the synergistic relationship of nutrients rather
than a single nutrient could influence physiological and cognitive function [10]. Therefore,
reviewing the evidence of dietary patterns rather than individual nutrients or food groups
would provide more meaningful recommendations for healthy aging.

In an attempt to respond to the question of a special issue, “What is healthy diet for
healthy people?”, the present review aims to summarize the recent evidence regarding
the relationships between healthy diet and healthy aging, with a focus on cognition,
psychological function, sensory function, vitality, and locomotion.

2. Evidence of Healthy Diet for Healthy Aging

Various dietary patterns have been frequently suggested to play a significant role in
health in older age. These dietary patterns are often categorized into a priori approaches
and a posteriori approaches [11]. In priori approach, scores or indices of the overall dietary
patterns were defined based on foods or diets associated with a specific health outcome
or on the specific national or international dietary guidelines for a healthy diet (e.g., the
Healthy Eating Index (HEI) [12], the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH)
diet [13], the Mediterranean diet (MedDiet) [14], and Okinawan diet [15] (Table 1)). These
priori dietary patterns have been tested against health outcomes such as cardiovascular
disease, cancer or Alzheimer’s disease [16]. However, their roles on (domains of) intrinsic
capacity are less clear. For the posteriori approach, dietary pattern analyses are driven by
the dietary data per se of the population under study, and patterns are derived through
data dimensionality reduction techniques. The evidence of different dietary patterns for
optimizing (domains of) intrinsic capacity will be discussed.

Table 1. Characteristics of common priori dietary patterns examined in the literature.

Dietary Patterns Characteristics

Mediterranean diet (MedDiet) [14]
Rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, olive oil, nuts, legumes; moderate
intake of fish and other meat, dairy products and red wine; and low intakes
of eggs and sweets

Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension (DASH) [17]
Rich in fruits, vegetables, fish, whole grains, nuts and legumes, low-fat
dairy products; limited in fats, saturated fat, cholesterol, red and processed
meats, sweets and sugar-containing beverages

Mediterranean-DASH diet Intervention for
Neurodegenerative Delay (MIND) [18]

Consists of 10 brain-healthy food groups (green leafy vegetables, other
vegetables, nuts, berries, beans, whole grains, seafood, poultry, olive oil,
and wine) and 5 unhealthy food groups (red meats, butter and stick
margarine, cheese, pastries and sweets, and fried/fast foods)

Baltic Sea diet [19]

High intakes of total fruits (mostly apples and pears) and berries,
vegetables, cereal (rye, oats and barley), fish, low-fat milk, and a high
polyunsaturated fatty acid: saturated fatty acid ratio; limit processed meat
products, percent energy from fat, and alcohol intake

Healthy Eating Index (HEI) [12]

Conforms to the serving recommendations of the USDA Food Guide
Pyramid for five major food groups: grains, vegetables, fruits, milk, and
meat; overall intake of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium; and
amount of variety in an individual’s diet.

Okinawan diet [15]

Moderate caloric restriction; high consumption of vegetables (particularly
root and green-yellow vegetables) and legumes (mostly soybean); regular
consumption of fish and seafood; low consumption of meat products
(mostly lean pork), dairy products and fat; emphasis on low glycemic index
carbohydrates, and moderate alcohol consumption

2.1. Cognition

Cognitive function declines with age and can be divided into various domains in-
cluding processing speed, attention, memory, language, visuospatial abilities, and ex-
ecutive functioning/reasoning [20]. It has been suggested that the neuroprotective ef-
fects of diet are mediated by a reduction in vascular and cardiometabolic risk, and by
nonvascular mechanisms such as suppression of oxidative stress and inflammation [21].
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Among the dietary patterns that have been studied for their roles in cognitive function,
the MedDiet has received the most attention [22]. Based on 19 cross-sectional studies
that included 19,734 community-dwelling and institutionalized older adults free of dis-
ability and dementia, a systematic review showed that high adherence to the MedDiet
was associated with better global cognition and memory [23]. In relation to longitudinal
analysis, 98,315 community-dwelling older adults from 34 prospective studies with an
average follow-up period from 3.0 to 12.6 years were included. Results indicated that
non-demented older adults with higher adherence to the MedDiet had a lower decline in
global cognitive function compared to those with lower adherence. However, no significant
associations between MedDiet adherence and the incidence of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and dementia were found [23]. Interestingly, the long-term effect of diet on cognitive
function has also been demonstrated. Among 2621 individuals from the Coronary Artery
Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) cohort, greater adherence to the MedDiet
and the CARDIA prior healthy dietary patterns during adulthood was associated with
better midlife cognitive performance assessed at years 25 and 30 (mean age 50 and 55 years,
respectively) [24].

The effectiveness of the MedDiet on cognitive function has been examined in various
trials. A systematic review and meta-analysis summarized that there is a lack of convincing
evidence for a significant beneficial effect of the MedDiet on cognitive function or brain
morphology or function [25]. However, there were significant associations at the individual
trial level, in favor of a MedDiet for eight test outcomes related to global cognition, work-
ing memory, verbal and visual memory, visuospatial, language, and executive function
domains [26–28]. The authors suggested that the inconsistent efficacy of a MedDiet across
trials compared to observational studies may be explained by short intervention time to
detect a significant change, the use of varied MedDiet intervention and methodologies
to measure cognitive change [25]. Recently, the NU-AGE randomized controlled trial
included 1279 healthy older adults from five European centers. Both intervention (re-
ceived dietary advice that highly adheres to the nutritional principle of the MedDiet) and
control group (followed habitual diet) participants improved in global cognition and in
all cognitive domains after 1 year [29]. Furthermore, those with higher adherence to an
individually-tailored Mediterranean-like dietary advice experienced considerable improve-
ments in global cognition and episodic memory after 1 year, compared to those with lower
adherence to the intervention. In contrast, a 6-month trial in a non-Mediterranean area, the
MedLey study, included 137 Australian older adults and found that the MedDiet group
did not perform significantly better than the control group (habitual diet) for cognitive
test [30]. The findings indicate that the beneficial effects of the MedDiet on cognitive
performance may be limited to Mediterranean older adults. This may partly be explained
by the challenges in sustaining adherence to red meat restrictions of the MedDiet [31]. In
view of this, a recent trial in Australia compared a MedDiet with 2–3 weekly servings of
fresh, lean pork and a low-fat control diet [32]. Participants achieved high adherence to the
intervention and the 8-week Australian MedDiet led to higher performance in the cognitive
domain of processing speed compared with the control diet.

Fewer studies have investigated the effects of other dietary patterns on cognition. In
particular, the effect of adherence to the DASH diet on cognitive health is inconclusive. The
Women’s Health Initiative Memory Study (WHIMS) found that the DASH diet was not
associated with MCI or probable dementia in older women with or without hypertension
during 9.11 years of follow-up [33]. In contrast, greater adherence to long-term DASH
diet in over 16,000 older women from the US Nurses’ Health Study was significantly
associated with a better average global cognitive function, verbal memory, or telephone
interview of cognitive status at older ages. The associations were equivalent to being 1
year younger in age. However, no associations were observed between long-term DASH
adherence and cognitive change after 4.1 years [34]. There is increased attention to the
recently developed Mediterranean-DASH diet Intervention for Neurodegenerative Delay
(MIND) diet, which is a hybrid of the MedDiet and DASH diet and is tailored to protect
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the brain [35]. In the US Nurses’ Health Study, long-term adherence to the MIND diet was
moderately associated with better verbal memory in later life, but there was no association
with cognitive decline over 6 years in global cognition, verbal memory, or telephone
interview of cognitive status [36]. The protective effects of the MIND diet seem to be
geographically generalizable. In the Personality and Total Health (PATH) Through Life
cohort, it was found that greater MIND diet adherence was associated with a 53% reduction
in the odds of 12-year cognitive impairment among 1220 Australian older adults, but not
the MedDiet [37]. Among 2223 older adults without dementia from the Swedish National
Study on Aging and Care in Kungsholmen (SNAC-K) cohort, moderate to high adherence
to the MIND diet was associated with less cognitive decline over 6 years compared with
low adherence to this dietary pattern [38]. Another role of diet on cognitive health is the
regulation of chronic inflammation. For this, the Dietary Inflammatory Index (DII) was
developed as a means of estimating the inflammatory potential of the overall diet [39].
Evidence of the association between a higher DII score (reflecting a more inflammatory
diet) and greater cognitive decline has been shown among 7095 US women over 9.7 years in
the WHIMS [40] and 3080 French over 13 years of follow-up in the SU.VI.MAX study [41].
Although observational studies have shown evidence of these dietary patterns on cognitive
health, there are limited intervention studies to examine if the DASH, MIND, or anti-
inflammatory diets can protect against the rate of cognitive decline over time [22,42]. More
trials on these dietary patterns are needed to confirm their neuroprotective effects.

Regarding the associations between posteriori dietary patterns and cognition, the
SNAC-K cohort found that moderate and high adherence to the Nordic Prudent Dietary
Pattern (NPDP) (emphasizes high intake of non-root vegetables, apples/pears/peaches,
pasta/rice, poultry, fish, vegetable oils, tea, and water and light to moderate wine intake;
discourages high consumption of root vegetables, refined grains/cereals, butter/margarine,
sugar/sweets/pastries, and fruit juice) were associated with less cognitive decline. High
adherence to the NPDP was also associated with the lowest risk of Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) decline to ≤24 among older adults in Nordic countries [38]. Data of
5083 individuals (mean age of 56 years at baseline) from the Whitehall II cohort showed
that a dietary pattern associated with systemic inflammation (characterized by high intake
of red meat, processed meat, peas and legumes, and fried food and low intake of whole
grains) predicted faster decline in reasoning over 10 years of follow-up [43]. Among
475 Chinese older adults from the National Taiwan University Hospital (NUTH) cohort,
a high score in the “traditional” pattern (characterized by fermented food and pickles)
protected against the decline of logical memory-recall over 2 years. However, mixed results
were reported on the other patterns: the Chinese “vegetable” pattern protected against a
decline of logical memory; while a high score in the “vegetable” pattern increased executive
function decline. In addition, a high score in the “meat” pattern increased the risk of verbal
fluency decline; while a moderate or high score in the “meat” pattern protected against
attention decline [44].

2.2. Psychological

It is estimated that the prevalence rate of depression peaks in older adulthood [45]. De-
pression is closely related to adverse outcomes such as poor quality of life, frailty, cognitive
decline, and increased risk of mortality in older adults [46–48]. It has been hypothesized
that the protective effects of diet on depression are related to the anti-inflammatory and
antioxidative properties, which may relieve the inflammatory cytokine secretion, attenuate
the inflammation in the brain, decrease the oxidative stress in specific brain zone, and
therefore alleviating depression symptoms [49,50]. Several systematic reviews and meta-
analyses have reported the associations between pro-inflammatory diet and increased risk
of depression [51–53]. From analyses of longitudinal studies, a systematic review and meta-
analysis found a robust association between both higher adherence to a MedDiet (relative
risk 0.67, 95% confidence intervals (CI) 0.55–0.82) and a lower risk of depression [51]. A
similar trend was found for other healthy dietary patterns such as DASH, Healthy Eating
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Index, andHEIand several other country-specific dietary guidelines [51,54,55]. Recent
findings from 709 American older adults (mean age of 80 years) of the Rush Memory and
Aging Project (MAP) showed that higher adherence to the DASH and MIND diets were
associated with lower rates of depressive symptoms over 6.5 years of follow-up [56]. Fur-
thermore, the Western diet was associated with higher rates of depressive symptoms over
time. However, the MedDiet was not associated with depressive symptoms. Similarly, data
of 794 older Australian men (mean age of 81 years) from the Concord Health and Ageing
in Men Project showed that the Australian Dietary Guideline Index and MedDiet scores
had no associations with incident depressive symptoms at 3-year follow-up [57]. Data of
2646 young-old (mean age of 60 years) from the Maastricht Study found that adherence to
the MedDiet and DASH diet was not associated with incident depressive symptoms over
7-year follow-up, whereas higher adherence to the Dutch Healthy Diet lowered the risk
of incident depressive symptoms [58]. In contrast, among Taiwanese older adults (mean
age of 67 years), a traditional dietary pattern characterized by frequent consumption of
meat/poultry and eggs with infrequent consumption of fish increased by 60% the risk of
depressive symptoms during 8-year follow-up. Both Western and healthy dietary patterns
were not associated with subsequent depressive symptoms [59]. For longer follow-up
time, a study of 1112 Japanese older adults (mean age of 73 years) found that adherence to
Japanese dietary guidelines was not significantly associated with the risk of depression
20 years later [60].

Aside from the priori dietary patterns, posteriori dietary patterns have also been
reported to regulate mood in older adults. In general, healthy dietary patterns were associ-
ated with a lower risk of depression. The Wellbeing, Eating, and Exercise for a Long Life
(WELL) cohort among 2142 adults (mean age of 65 years) showed that a healthy dietary
pattern (characterized by frequent intake of vegetables, fruits, and fish) was associated
with a lower risk of depressive symptoms in Australian women (β −0.201, 95% CI −0.390
to −0.013), whereas no associations were identified in men during 3-year of follow-up [61].
From the cross-sectional analysis of the Tianjin Chronic Low-grade Systemic Inflamma-
tion and Health (TCLSIH) Cohort Study, a healthy dietary pattern (vegetables, fruits, and
soybean products) was associated with the decreased prevalence of depressive symptoms,
whereas both greater adherence to sweets (ice cream, desserts, and fruits) and traditional
Tianjin dietary patterns (animal blood, animal offal, sausages, and preserved eggs) were
associated with a higher prevalence of depressive symptoms among 2051 Chinese post-
menopausal women [62]. In the Invecchiare in Chianti (InCHIANTI) study, investigators
used reduced rank regression (RRR), which combines a priori and a posteriori approach,
to identify dietary patterns and explored their associations with depressive symptoms
over 9 years. The study found that higher adherence to the typical Tuscan dietary pattern
(high in vegetables, olive oil, fish, fruits, cereals, and moderate in wine, red meat, and
processed meat) was associated with lower depressive symptoms in 1165 Italian older
adults (β −1.78, 95% CI −3.17 to −0.38) [63]. Similarly, cross-sectional data from the Ha-
toyama Cohort Study and Kusatsu Longitudinal Study showed that a RRR-derived dietary
pattern as characterized by high intakes of fish, soybean products, potatoes, vegetables,
mushrooms, seaweeds, fruits, and green tea and a low intake of rice was associated with
lower prevalence of depressive symptoms in community-dwelling older Japanese (odds
ratio (OR) 0.53, 95% CI 0.30 to 0.92) [64].

Although extensive observational studies showing the association between dietary
patterns and psychological wellbeing among older adults are available, intervention trials
on this topic are scarce and limited to the MedDiet. It was shown that an 8-week MedDiet
supplemented with either dairy foods or fresh and lean pork improved total mood dis-
turbance, depression, or emotional role functioning compared with low-fat control diet
among Australian older adults [32,65]. Furthermore, in the PREDIMED (Prevención con
Dieta Mediterránea) study, an inverse association with depression was found for older
adults with diabetes assigned to a MedDiet supplemented with nuts compared with those
assigned to the low-fat control group after at least 3 years of intervention [66].
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2.3. Sensory Function

Reduction in visual acuity and field of vision, as well as diseases such as age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), cataracts, diabetic retinopathy (DR), and glaucoma, become
more common with increasing age [67]. Age-related visual impairments may result in a
deterioration in posture, gait, and balance, and an increased risk of falls [68,69]. Diet is
one of the factors that contribute to disease progression for age-related vision loss [70]. A
recent review summarized the association between dietary patterns and incidence and
progression of age-related eye diseases [70]. For AMD progression, several population-
based studies such as the American Age-related Eye Disease Study (AREDS), the Rotterdam
Eye Study, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, the Eye-Risk Study,
and the Coimbra Eye Study showed consensus findings that adherence to a prudent
(healthy) dietary pattern [71,72], the MedDiet [73–76], or the HEI protected against AMD,
whereas the Western (unhealthy) dietary pattern can accelerate AMD progression [71,77].
For cataracts, the dietary pattern that has been studied the most was HEI. Although
mixed results were found, the Harvard Nurses’ Health Study (NHS), Women’s Health
Initiative (WHI) and the Carotenoids in Age-related Eye Disease Study (CAREDS) cohorts
have shown that adherence to the HEI was protective for nuclear cataracts [70]. From
the PREDIMED trial, no difference in the incidence of cataract surgery (a surrogate for
advanced cataract formation) was found in either the MedDiet groups or low-fat control
diet group after a median follow-up of 6 years [78]. Furthermore, a relatively few studies
have examined the association between dietary patterns and DR. In a post hoc analysis of
the PREDIMED trial, a MedDiet supplemented with olive oil had a significant reduction in
incident DR comparing with a low-fat control diet in an elderly Mediterranean population
with diabetes after a median follow-up of 6 years [79]. To the best of our knowledge, no
study has examined the association between dietary patterns and glaucoma.

Hearing impairment is another predominant sensory deficit in older adults. Hearing
impairment is associated with social isolation and generates a vicious cycle characterized
by a sense of inadequacy, anxiety, depression, cognitive decline, and physical loss [80–82].
In a sub-cohort of Nurses’ Health Study II, the Conservation of Hearing Study (CHEARS)
including 3135 women (mean age of 59 years) found that higher adherence to DASH,
alternate MedDiet, and the alternate HEI 2010 were independently associated with lower
risk of hearing loss at 3-year follow-up. In the mid-frequencies, the odds of hearing loss
were about 30% lower among those with diets closely adhered to these healthy dietary
patterns. In the high frequencies, the odds were 25% lower with the highest DASH
score [83]. In contrast, the Rotterdam Study found that there was no association between
adherence to the Dutch Dietary Guidelines and hearing thresholds in cross-sectional and
longitudinal analyses (follow-up: 4.4 years) of 2906 and 636 older adults respectively [84].
Regarding the association between posteriori dietary patterns and hearing impairment, in
the Caerphilly Prospective Study, adherence to a healthy dietary pattern (characterized
by high intake of cereals, fruit, high-fiber bread, confectionery, vegetables, natural juices,
margarine, milk and cream, and low intake of beer, lard and butter) was inversely associated
with hearing loss among 2512 older men at 5-years follow-up (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.77 to
0.90) [85]. Similarly, a cross-sectional analysis using the UK Biobank resource found that
dietary patterns high in fruit and vegetables (OR 0.89, 95% CI 0.83 to 0.96) and low in fat
(OR: 1.16, 95% CI 1.08 to 1.24) were independently associated with reduced odds of hearing
difficulties, whereas a dietary pattern high in fish, meat, poultry, and eggs was associated
with reduced odds of tinnitus (OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.82 to 0.99) and hearing difficulties (OR
0.88, 95% CI 0.82 to 0.95) among 34,576 UK adults aged 40 to 69 years [86].

2.4. Vitality

The term vitality was used by the WHO to describe the physiological factors that con-
tribute to an individual’s intrinsic capacity. These factors may include energy metabolism,
hormonal function, and cardiorespiratory function [6]. To maintain the proper functioning
of the body, dietary intake is metabolized to produce the required amount of energy for
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the maintenance of an optimal homeostatic level. One of the key reasons for decreased
vitality in older age is malnutrition [87]. As part of the Hellenic Longitudinal Investigation
of Aging and Diet Study, a cross-sectional analysis of 1831 Greek older adults showed
that higher adherence to the MedDiet was associated with a lower risk of malnutrition
assessed with the Determine Your Nutrition Health checklist [88]. Another cross-sectional
analysis among 3694 Chinese community-dwelling older adults showed that better diet
quality as assessed with the Diet Quality Index-International (DQI-I) was associated with a
lower risk of malnutrition defined according to the modified Global Leadership Initiative
on Malnutrition (GLIM) criteria in men (OR 0.59, 95% CI 0.41 to 0.86). However, the
same study did not find an association between the MedDiet and malnutrition [89]. For
cohort study, the Health, Aging, and Body Composition (Health ABC) Study found that a
poor diet quality as assessed using the HEI was not associated with 4-year incidence of
protein-energy malnutrition (PEM) and 3-year incidence of persistent PEM among 2234 US
community-dwelling older adults [90].

Adiposity can be considered as a proxy for nutritional status. Using the data of 508 US
older adults in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES), it was
shown that adherence to the DASH diet was inversely associated with visceral adiposity in-
dex (a reliable estimate of visceral adiposity which incorporates waist circumference, body
mass index, circulating triglycerides, and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol data) [91].
In the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) cohort, a cross-sectional analysis of
5079 older adults showed that a higher diet quality score (composed of features consistent
with the American Heart Association goals and a Mediterranean-style diet) was associated
with lower visceral fat obtained by computed tomography [92]. A cross-sectional study
of 829 middle-aged and older Japanese adults from the Waseda Alumni’s Sports, Exercise,
Daily Activity, Sedentariness, and Health Study (WASEDA’s Health Study) showed that
“healthy Japanese” dietary pattern (high intake of vegetables and fruits, soy products,
mushrooms, seaweeds and fish) was inversely associated with visceral fat in men only,
whereas the “seafood and alcohol” dietary pattern was not associated with visceral fat
measured using magnetic resonance imaging [93].

To the best of our knowledge, only one study examined the association between
dietary patterns and cardiorespiratory fitness in older adults. Data from 1235 community-
dwelling Chinese older adults showed that a higher Okinawan diet score was associated
with a higher 7-year cardiorespiratory fitness in men only, whereas none of the dietary
pattern scores including DQI-I, Okinawan, DASH, MedDiet, or MIND diets were associated
with peak oxygen uptake in women [94].

Vitality has also been operationalized as the absence of deficits in the components of
frailty assessment [95]. Components of frailty including fatigue, decline in strength and
aerobic function, weight loss, and multi-morbidity are highly related to nutrition [96]. Sys-
tematic review and meta-analysis have shown the inverse association between adherence
to the MedDiet and frailty risk [97–99]. However, the Mediterranean-style dietary pattern
was not associated with frailty in Japanese and Chinese older adults [100,101]. The differ-
ent findings may indicate the differences between the “western” and “eastern” MedDiet.
Several healthy dietary patterns have also been found to be associated with frailty. For
example, a better diet quality as assessed by the DQI-I was associated with lower odds of
developing frailty during 4-year follow-up among 2724 Chinese community-dwelling older
adults [100]. Similarly, the Rotterdam Study found that adherence to the Dutch Healthy
Diet (high intakes of vegetables, fruits, fiber, fish, and fish oil; low intakes of saturated fatty
acid, trans-fatty acids, sodium, and alcohol) was associated with lower frailty scores over
4 years among 2253 older adults [102]. In the Health ABC Study of 2154 older adults, it
was found that consumption of poor- (hazard ratio (HR) 1.92, 95% CI 1.17 to 3.17) and
medium-quality diets (HR 1.40, 95% CI 0.99 to 1.98) as assessed with the HEI was associ-
ated with higher 4-year incidence of frailty compared with consumption of good-quality
diets [103]. The association between the inflammatory potential of diet on frailty has also
been demonstrated. In the Seniors-ENRICA study of 1915 older adults, those in the highest
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tertile of DII showed a higher risk of frailty at 3-years follow-up (OR 2.48, 95% CI 1.42
to 1.44) compared with those in the lowest tertile of DII [104]. Regarding the association
between posteriori dietary patterns and frailty, a prospective study of 945 older men from
the British Regional Heart Study found that those who followed a prudent diet (high in
poultry, fish, vegetables, legumes, pasta and rice, and eggs) were less likely to become
frail (OR 0.47, 95% 0.26 to 0.85) and those who had a high-fat/low-fiber diet pattern were
more likely to become frail (OR 2.05, 95% CI 1.15 to 3.62) at 3-year of follow up [105]. The
Rotterdam Study found that adherence to the Dutch “traditional” dietary pattern (high
intake of savory snacks, legumes, eggs, fried potatoes, alcohol, processed meat, and soup)
was associated with a lower risk of frailty over 4 years. In contrast, “carnivore” (high
intakes of red meat and poultry; low intake of meat replacements) and “health-conscious”
(high intakes of whole grains, vegetables, fruit, and nuts) dietary patterns were not as-
sociated with risk of frailty [102]. For a longer follow-up period, the Three-City Study
Bordeaux cohort of 972 older adults showed that a “healthy” dietary pattern (high intake
of fish in men and fruits and vegetables in women) was associated with a lower risk of
developing frailty during a follow-up of 12 years. Conversely, greater adherence to the
“pasta” pattern in men and the “biscuits and snacking” pattern in women was associated
with a higher risk of frailty compared with the “healthy” pattern. However, the “meat and
alcohol”, “charcuterie and starchy foods”, and “pizza and sandwiches” patterns were not
associated with frailty [106]. Among Asian countries, the Nagoya Longitudinal Study for
Healthy Elderly study (NLS-HE) found that adherence to “salt and pickles” and “sugar
and fat” dietary patterns were positively associated with frailty over 3 years, whereas ad-
herence to “protein-rich” dietary pattern plays a beneficial role in frailty prevention among
community-dwelling Japanese older adults [101]. Among Chinese community-dwelling
older adults, posteriori dietary patterns, namely “vegetables-fruits”, “snacks-drinks-milk
products”, and “meat-fish” were not associated with 4-year incident frailty [100].

2.5. Locomotion

Mobility is an essential determinant for healthy aging. An individual’s bodily ca-
pacity to move from one place to another is termed locomotor capacity [87]. Mobility
limitation is common among older adults and is associated with loss of strength and/or
function that characterizes sarcopenia [107]. A systematic review included five studies that
investigated the prospective association between the MedDiet and physical performance
in 6040 community-dwelling older adults [23]. The pooled analysis indicated that high
adherence to the MedDiet was not associated with a reduced decline in physical perfor-
mance as assessed using walking speed, handgrip strength, Short Physical Performance
Battery (SPPB), or self-reported agility, mobility, and overall physical performance. Simi-
larly, the Nagoya Longitudinal Study for Healthy Elderly cohort found that adherence to
the MedDiet was not associated with changes in walking speed, handgrip strength, and
skeletal muscle mass during 3-year of follow-up in 666 older adults [108]. Furthermore, a
prospective analysis among 2948 Chinese community-dwelling older adults did not find
an association between the MedDiet and incident sarcopenia at 4-years [109].

Other dietary patterns have been shown to be protective for locomotor capacity.
Among 282 older women from the control group of the Osteoporosis Risk Factor and
Prevention-Fracture Prevention Study (OSTPRE-FPS), those in the highest Baltic Sea Diet
(BSD) score quartile showed the highest SPPB improvement, having a 55% higher squat
test completion and 67% lower risk of sarcopenia as compared to the lowest quartile over
3-years of follow-up [110]. Similarly, in the Helsinki Birth Cohort Study among 1072 older
adults, women with a higher BSD score had on average five points higher Senior Fitness
Test score, 17% better result in the 6-min walking test, and 20% better chair stand results
compared with those with a lower BSD score at 10-year follow-up. Such associations were
not observed in men [111]. In the same cohort, it was found that handgrip strength was
on average 5% and leg strength 7% greater at 10-year follow-up among women who had
higher BSD score compared to those with lower BSD score, whereas no association between
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healthy Nordic diet and muscle strength was observed among men [112]. Data from
1234 men from the British Regional Heart Study showed that men with greater adherence
to the Elderly Dietary Index (EDI) or Healthy Diet Indicator (HDI) were less likely to
have self-reported mobility limitation 15 years later [113]. Although the Seniors-ENRICA
study did not find any association between DII and low physical performance as assessed
with SPPB at 3-year follow-up, it was found that a higher DII score (higher inflammatory
potential of diet) was associated with slow gait speed, one of the components of the SPPB
and Fried’s frailty criterion [104]. A similar result was found in the cross-sectional analysis
of the Kashiwa-based study, men with the higher energy-adjusted DII score (a diet with
pro-inflammatory potential) showed a 2.89-times higher risk of sarcopenia than those with
a lower score [114].

Association between posteriori dietary patterns and locomotor capacity has also
been explored. In the Three-City Study Bordeaux cohort of 583 French older community-
dwelling older adults, men in the “biscuits and snacking” pattern were at higher risk of
self-reported mobility restriction compared with those belonging to the “healthy” pattern.
Among women, none of the posteriori dietary patterns (“healthy”, “small eaters”, “biscuits,
and snacking”, “charcuterie, starchy foods”, and “pizza, sandwich”) were associated with
the risk of self-reported mobility restriction during a mean of 9 years of follow-up [115].
Similarly, the British Regional Heart study showed that men with a higher score for the
“high-fat/low-fiber” pattern (high consumption of red meat, meat products, fried potato,
white bread, eggs, and beer; and low intake of wholemeal bread) at baseline were more
likely to have self-reported mobility limitation at 15-year follow-up [113]. Among the
very old (aged 85+), the Newcastle 85+ Study showed that older adults in the “high red
meat” pattern (high in red meats/meat dishes, gravy, and potato) or “high butter” pattern
(high in butter and low in unsaturated fats) were associated with worse overall handgrip
strength and Timed Up-and Go performance over 5 years [116]. In the same cohort, data of
757 older adults found that those in the “traditional British” pattern (high in butter, red
meat, gravy, and potatoes) was associated with an increased risk of sarcopenia at 3-year
follow-up regardless of protein status compared with “low butter” pattern [117]. Various
cross-sectional studies have demonstrated consistent results regarding the associations
between (un)healthy posteriori dietary patterns and locomotor capacity: adherence to West-
ern dietary pattern and slower gait speed and worse 30 s chair stand test performance in
Spanish [118]; “coarse cereals and vegetables” pattern and “animal food” pattern and lower
prevalence of sarcopenia in Chinese [119,120]; “traditional Japanese” dietary pattern (high
intake of fish, soybean products, vegetables, and fruits) [121] and dietary pattern character-
ized by high intakes of fish, soybean, potatoes, most vegetables, mushrooms, seaweeds,
and fruit and low intake of rice, and lower prevalence of sarcopenia in Japanese [122].

2.6. Multidimensional Concepts of Healthy Aging

It should be acknowledged that the five domains of intrinsic capacity closely inter-
act with the others. Instead of focusing on specific diseases or functions of the body, a
multidimensional concept of healthy aging has been developed to consider the overall
health of individuals during aging [4]. To the best of our knowledge, only one nutritional
epidemiological study used the concept of intrinsic capacity as an outcome measure. The
NLS-HE study examined the association between dietary patterns and changes in intrinsic
capacity over 3 years among 666 community-dwelling Japanese older adults. The findings
showed that adherence to the “fruits and vegetables” and “protein-rich” (animal-based pro-
tein in particular) dietary patterns were associated with greater intrinsic capacity, whereas
adherence to the “sugar and fat” dietary pattern was associated with decreased intrinsic
capacity [123].

Most available studies used their own definitions to define healthy aging. In the Blue
Mountains Eye Study (BMES), successful aging was defined as the absence of disability,
depressive symptoms, cognitive impairment, respiratory symptoms, and three chronic
diseases. Among 1609 middle-aged adults who completed the 10-year follow-up, those
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with a higher adherence to the Australian dietary guidelines at baseline had 58% higher
odds of successful aging after 10 years compared with those with a lower adherence [124].
The SU.VI.MAX study defined healthy aging as having good physical, cognitive and social
functioning, good overall self-perceived health, independence in instrumental activities
of daily living, combined with the absence of incident major chronic disease, depressive
symptoms and function-limiting pain. The study showed that higher adherence to the
MedDiet at midlife was associated with a nearly 40% higher odds of healthy aging during
a mean follow-up of 13.4 years in French adults [125]. Furthermore, data of 10,670 women
from the Nurses’ Health Study showed that greater adherence to the alternate MedDiet
and alternative HEI-2020 at midlife was associated with approximately 40% greater odds of
healthy aging (defined as the absence of 11 chronic diseases and impairments in cognitive,
physical function or mental health) after an average of 15 years [126]. In the Singapore
Chinese Health Study, healthy aging was similarly defined as the absence of 10 chronic
diseases, absence of cognitive impairment and limitations in instrumental activities of
daily living, good mental and overall self-perceived health, good physical functioning, and
no function-limiting pain. It was found that higher scores of healthy dietary patterns at
midlife, including the alternate MedDiet, the DASH diet, the alternative HEI-2010, overall
plant-based diet index (PDI), and healthful plant-based diet index (hPDI), were associated
with a higher likelihood of healthy aging at about 20 years after the baseline visit. Each
standard deviation increment in different dietary pattern scores was associated with 12%
to 18% higher likelihood of healthy aging [127].

Several posteriori dietary patterns have also been found to be associated with mul-
tidimensional concepts of healthy aging. Among 6308 older adults from the Melbourne
Collaborative Cohort Study, adherence to the “fruit” pattern was positively associated with
successful aging and adherence to the “meat/fatty” pattern was inversely associated with
successful aging (defined as the absence of major chronic diseases, and major limitations
of physical function while maintaining good mental health) at a mean of 11.7-year of
follow up [128]. Data from the Whitehall II study of 5350 middle-aged adults showed that
participants with a “Western-type” dietary pattern (characterized by high intakes of fried
and sweet food, processed food and red meat, refined grains, and high-fat dairy products)
had lower odds of ideal aging (free of chronic conditions and high performance in physical,
mental, and cognitive functioning test) at a mean of 16-year of follow-up. However, there
was no significant association between “healthy-foods” dietary pattern (characterized by
high intake of vegetables, fruits, and fish) and ideal aging [129].

3. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

Is there a consensus on the definition of a healthy diet for healthy aging? Although
the evidence on healthy aging differs by different dietary patterns, it appears that dietary
patterns centered on plant-based foods have a beneficial role in (domains of) healthy
aging. These healthy dietary patterns, either priori or posteriori, are composed of common
dietary components, including high consumption of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains;
moderate consumption of dairy products, fish, and poultry; and low consumption of
sugars, saturated fat, and processed foods. Although it is outside the scope of this review
to address the methodological issues of the included studies in detail, it should be noted
that the region in which the study was conducted and the method used to define dietary
patterns may give more insights to define a healthy diet for healthy aging. After all, factors
such as culture, ethnicity, geographical locations, and cooking methods may affect the
associations. In this context, dietary guidelines should be culturally adapted to achieve
higher adherence and better outcomes. While the underlying mechanisms for the role of
diet on healthy aging differ by the dietary patterns, these mainly include anti-inflammatory
and anti-oxidant properties to combat oxidative stress, which has been considered an
important factor in the physiopathology of aging [130,131].

Despite the ample studies supporting the association between healthy dietary patterns
and (domains of) healthy aging, one should keep in mind that diet is one of the components
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of a healthy lifestyle. Other components such as regular physical activity should be
recommended together with dietary advice. It should be noted that most studies were
conducted in middle-aged and older adults with normal (physical/cognitive) functions.
Whether adherence to these dietary patterns might be beneficial for healthy aging in a
population with suboptimal functions remains to be established. These also emphasize
the importance of a life-course approach, i.e., promote a healthy diet as early as possible
for healthy aging, as evidence has shown that healthy aging is fostered by the cumulative
effects of healthy nutrition early in life [132].

Our review identified a knowledge gap in the area of dietary patterns and multidi-
mensional concepts of healthy aging. Most of the current evidence is based on a specific
domain of healthy aging. To the best of our knowledge, only one study examined dietary
patterns and healthy aging using the concept of intrinsic capacity [123]. Other relevant
studies considered the absence of major chronic diseases as one of the components to de-
fine healthy aging [124–129]. This concept is different from the definition of healthy aging
proposed by the WHO, which considers health from a functional rather than disease-based
perspective [5]. More epidemiological studies regarding dietary patterns and multidimen-
sional concepts of healthy aging are warranted and should consider intrinsic capacity as
an outcome measure to further our understanding of a healthy diet for healthy aging. For
now, the causal effects of healthy dietary patterns on healthy aging are not well-studied, as
the majority of the findings come from epidemiological studies and trials of dietary inter-
ventions are limited and merely focused on one specific domain of healthy aging. When
a sufficient number of epidemiological studies is available, evidence of dietary patterns
and multidimensional concepts of healthy aging can be synthesized. This will help to
inform the design of clinical trials evaluating a healthy diet as a strategy for healthy aging
to further our progress in translating evidence to practice and promoting healthy aging.
When promising results from clinical trials become available, the next essential step would
be to explore strategies to achieve a sustained change in dietary behaviors in the real world
and to create an environment to make healthy eating affordable and accessible.
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